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Chapter 4  The measured iconography of features: constellation 
patterning.

The data from Chapter 2 of the Schagen sites is here revisited for an interpretation of a larger 
spatial patterning of pits and other types of features across settlement areas. Features are inter-
preted as measured-in points within a dimension of telling time, an additional facet of mean-
ing, connected to the groupings of pits as reflecting ritual marking of seasons through each 
year. Taken as larger patterns, features seem to form constellation patterns of stars, mapping the 
cycles of seasonal time. The patterns in the sky have yearly movements, and this is the seasonal 
dimension of the short term wherein pit-groupings were dug. While the pit groupings could be 
delineated as reflecting ritual, the larger patterns made up of pits and linear features go towards 
defining religious concepts encompassing ritual. Movement through the year of the mapped 
patterns and the combined facets of in-built orientations as seasonal ritual will be examined in 
Chapter 6. This chapter is concerned with describing the patterns.

Here, after the patterns as static models are described for the Schagen sites, three earlier 
sites in the region are discussed as to this one aspect, interpreted as cosmological landscaping 
of settlement area. I will argue that there probably was a longer-term institutionalised practice 
whereby the Schagen inhabitants gain a place within late, regional tradition. Figure 1 shows the 
position of the three other sites of the region which were regarded for this aspect – two in the 
Velserbroek (VbB6 and VbHof) and one in the Uitgeesterbroekpolder (Ub18). 

While the Schagen sites show groups consisting of three pits, most often interpreted as mark-
ing a single star, the earlier sites do not generally have groups of three. The Uitgeesterbroek-
polder site is characterized by a more iconographical style incorporating circles. At this time, 
providing an interpretation of the differences in tradition will not be attempted. More recent 
excavations, with the problem in mind for single pits, provide indications that three occurrences 
of making deposits may be marked in the vertical aspect of one pit at earlier sites.62 Transforma-
tion in marking through time or different groups, having different traditions, are the two most 
obvious starting points for difference, and will be examined at a later date. 

Large-scale planning through measuring-in patterns of stars is an interpretation that takes up 
the large majority or areas of features at each of the sites discussed in this chapter. The period 
spanned by the sites becomes c. 600 BC to 320 AD. There are also medieval (c. 11th/13th c.) fea-
tures clearly re-marking important prehistoric positions at the site of Velserbroek-B6. An even 
greater time depth of at least sixteen hundred years is therefore suggested, and prehistoric time 
becomes bound to ‘folkloric’ time. 

The patterns are interpreted as multi-facetted, formalized iconography in a region not yet 
shown to have had inhabitants using a measuring system or a tradition of large-scale iconogra-
phy; or, for that matter, any type or style of imagery at all.63 Why the patterns are recognizable 
has to do with very long tradition often assumed to have stemmed from Greek or Babylonian 





perception of the images.  ‘Origins’ however is not a topic discussed here; it will be briefly dis-
cussed as to various views in Chapter 5. 

Non-excavated areas of the sites hinder the analysis presented in this chapter, but very nearly 
all features that were found gain an interpretation through spatial framework by extrapolating 
points. Importantly, the statement on setting out constellations can be ‘tested’. As inhabitants 
seem to have been using similar patterns, as scaled arrangements, through at least 900 years 
(earlier sites have not been regarded), it is possible to predict where features will occur, and this 
was done at two of the sites discussed below.64 Patterns had been recognized for the Schagen 
sites before two of the sites described below had been excavated. The patterns at Velserbroek B6 
(VbB6) and Velserbroek Hofgeest (VbHof) are more complete as areas were excavated exactly 
to ‘test’ the models. Obviously, as much of these sites were excavated as possible within the usual 
constraints of time and money faced by field archaeologists. Limitations were also in the form 
of modern roadways and housing. Excavating empty areas also gained in importance as they 
surround points of marked, measured-in landscape.

The line of analyses of the large-scale patterning started with laying the plan of Schagen Mug-
genburg-I over that of Schagen Muggenburg-III, dwelling hearth on hearth and with similar 
orientation. Figure 29 shows the two plans with dwellings and linear features superimposed 
which seemed to correspond in such a way as to suggest the inhabitants were consciously mea-
suring in certain features. Previous research on farmstead structures of the region had delineated 
standard measurements, as mentioned in Chapter 1. This chapter thus also extends and widens 
the breadth of measuring as part of tradition to include other facets of dimensions within the 
settlement. The technicalities of a measuring system are something in itself hard to show. That a 
system was used will become clear in the following sections. 

Figure 29  Superimposed plans of SM-I and SM-III showing the fit between placement of the dwelling 
and dug linear features suggesting layout was not an ad hoc affair.





The figures in the settlement are not exactly replicating the proportions of the sky patterns. 
This is a result of the formulas used in setting them out, and importantly in aligning the pit-stars 
on the ground to function within a system of orientations on the constellations in the sky, as 
well as the sun, at points in the year as areas along the horizon (cf Chapter 6). With each pattern 
below, something of Babylonian, Greek or Roman context of these constellations is given. As 
mentioned, this chapter is about patterns, not derivations or origins. 

There is no absolute way to bind stars together and there is variation on modern star charts. 
One traditionally known way of binding the stars is given in Figure 30. The lines are used to bind 

Figure 30  There are various versions of how constellation are drawn together and even which stars are 
used. These are from Noordelijke Sterrenhemel 2000.0 .1985: O. Hlad, F. Hovorka, P. Polechova, J.Weiselová. 
Some of the settlement binds are different and they are indicated with a broken line. (Star magnitude has 
not been shown exactly in the dot diameters—cf Tables 13 & 14).





the points together to show the figure and to name some of the body parts. The interpreted later 
prehistoric conception, in this region, of which stars were used, is demonstrated at times to have 
been different from any of the modern versions seen, and these differences are also shown.

The site of Schagen Muggenburg-I is where four (incomplete) patterns were delineated: Pega-
sus/Horse; Taurus/the Bull, here designated as Cow, for the Germanic context, in line with one 
Germanic creation myth discussed in Chapter 7; Hercules, also known as The Kneeler; and, 
Canis Major/Greater Dog. There is also a pattern ‘Rider’ suggested that seems to be present at 
two sites, astride the pattern ‘Horse’. It is not a now recognized constellation, but will also be 
suggested as part of northern iconography and known from other materials, and will be inter-
preted as to sky landscaping in Chapter 7. The large sky feature of the Milky Way is also taken 
up as site features, and is important for defining tri-partition within cosmological landscape.

The SM-I patterns were first defined and subsequently checked with other sites. Horse and 
Cow could be clearly delineated, but it is not certain that the others were not laid out. Followed 
below is an ordering going back in time from the Schagen sites. For SM-I, materials deposited 
within the pits could be defined as near pattern specific. The spatial patterning became the model 
for the other sites, and features show a good fit, although the dimensions for one site (Velserbroek-
B6) is somewhat altered. For each site, all of the recovered features are shown on the respective 
plans, and one can judge for oneself whether or not the fit of the patterns is convincing.

A letter and number designation (H1, H2, etc.) for each respective star position per constel-
lation has been given so that inter-site comparisons can be made. The stars represented by the 
positions are given in Table 13, with star magnitudes. Table 14 summarizes the occurrence of 
the positions at each site. 

 .                                              
     :                    - 

Three constellation patterns were found by binding pit groupings having regularly, but infre-
quently, deposited elements of animal species and burials thereof. Incomplete groups are taken 
as indicating star positions. 

The category of animal species mainly structures the patterns in direct correlation between 
earthly bones to the common constellation names. Three patterns are animals known as Horse/
Pegasus with a ‘Rider’, Greater Dog/Canis Major, and the head of Taurus/the Bull, here des-
ignated as ‘Cow’. The fourth suggested constellation pattern, but very incomplete, is Hercules, 
also known as The Kneeler, which can be identified with a Donar/Thor type of figure within 
Germanic context. Each of the four patterns has, in addition to positioning, possible find-asso-
ciations, but they are not exclusive to each pattern. The exceptions are itemized in the section 
on ‘Cross-referencing’, below (4.1.7). The features with the following categories are shown in 
Figure 31a, and the patterns are pulled together in Figure 31b.

Figure 31a  SM-I: Occurrence of finds categories which seem to best characterize the four constellation 
patterns. There are exceptions as can be seen in comparison with Figure 31b (they are also itemized in 
the text).













•  Horse (H), Pegasus, is marked by horse burial and horse bone, and human 
remains in the northern and central area.

•  Rider (R) is an unknown pattern, astride Horse, and not recorded on modern 
star charts. He also occurs at Velserbroek Hofgeest (see below) and is mirrored in 
one of the burials, on a smaller scale at SM-I (Chapter 6). Linear features draw 
the outline as Rider form, rather than specific finds markers in pit-points.

•  The constellation of The Kneeler/Hercules (K) is marked through a wooden 
hammer and hammerstone, horse bone, poplar wood, and singly deposited, stand-
ing pots. He overlaps the southern dwelling area. 

•  The relatively few bone elements from the exceptionally large cattle was the 
main association of deposits in drawing features together into the head of con-
stellation Cow (C), known from modern charts as Taurus/the Bull. She marks 
the central and southern dwelling area. 

•  Dog (D), Canis Major/Greater Dog is marked by the burials of the very large 
dogs and bone elements from dogs. Dog stretches across the three settlement 
areas.

The Milky Way, as sky and settlement landscape feature is also suggested as being represented 
at this site. 

The constellation patterns overlap at SM-I, and all but two groups of pits are taken up (fig. 
31b). The patterns will be described first looking from the western side of the settlement, at the 
pattern Horse/Rider/Milky Way overlapping the work area with hearths and the central area; 
and, at The Kneeler/Hercules over the southern dwelling area. Subsequently, Cow is regarded 
looking from the southeast over the dwelling area to the central area, where she abuts Horse. 
Dog spans all three settlement areas. 

The patterns as set out in the ground are scaled differently to the relative size of the figures 
in the sky (fig. 30 as compared to figs. 32-35). The head of Taurus (Cow) and Greater Dog are 
reproduced much larger in the ground relative to the ground patterns of Hercules and Horse.  

 .  .      -                    ⁽     .         ,    ⁾

Modern star-charts vary as to binding of stars to achieve Horse/Pegasus. Pegasus was also known 
as simply Hippos and Equus, by Greeks and Romans, respectively; Al Dalw, the water bucket, is 
the Arabic name that refers to the square of Pegasus (Room 1988, 126-7). Hartner (1965) exam-
ined the Near Eastern constellation iconography of horses and the square of Pegasus, which is 
sometimes given as chequered squares – a ‘game board’ – or a cultivated field, both sometimes 
associated with a tree. Water, trees and fields are also associated with the figure at the sites in 
Noord-Holland as finds and settlement situation. 

What would appear to be hind legs is now formally the constellation Andromeda. Drawn 
together as the settlement pattern are unmodified horse bones, the horse burial and human 
remains from the northern and central features of the groups of pits. Thus, the seasonal criteria 

Figure 31b  SM-I: The overlapping constellations of dug features, suggested by form and to some extent 
by the deposits shown in Figure 31a.





Figure 32  SM-I: Features 
forming Horse and Rider in 
the sky and on the ground. 
For the settlement posi-
tions, see fig. 31. Number 
designations are given for 
the positions: see Tables 13 
& 14 for actual star names 
and magnitude.





for Winter pits (Chapter 2), within a three-pit group, could also be the marker for the large-scale 
Horse. The positions described below are shown on Figure 32 (see also Tables 13 & 14), and the 
feature and group numbers are given on Figure 5.

H1--nose/mouth: this is the pit (f 345) with seven pots inverted, set upside down in 
two rows, over cremated human remains; the pit contained as well the ‘mouth’ of 
a horse, the frontal maxilla, in direct reference to the position. This was the only 
frontal part of an upper jaw of a horse found at the site. 

H2 & H3--feature 27 joins two star positions as part of the head; H3 appear to have 
been specifically marked by a post at the end of the feature. This pit contained 
numerous materials, including horizontally laid branches of willow.

H4 to H6--three pits (group 8) mark three stars in the jaw and neck: pit f24 (has no 
horse bone), f23 is a deeper than any other pit at the site; f22 has the partial ox 
burial placed over wood and a horse bone.

H7--the near complete horse burial f62, a stallion. 
H8--rump: incomplete pit group (f137), also representing a position taken up as 

Cow-10 and Dog-12, below.
H9--corner of square and proximal hind leg (tibia): incomplete pit group (f105, 

f106). 
H10 & H11: area not excavated and disturbed
H12--left foreleg joint at proximal metacarpal: pit group 7 (f78, f79, f148) and the 

burial of a newborn infant (f77). Hearths also mark the position. 
H13--hoof of (left) foreleg is not taken up as part of the constellation in the exam-

ples of modern star-charts seen; the position on the ground is marked by the 
three human burials (f150, f321, f322).

H14--right foreleg joint: pit group 5 (f141-143; and f147) and a large hearth. This 
was the pit grouping consisting of the round pits, as exceptions to form, one 
containing the chopped segments of tree roots.

H15--possible hoof of right foreleg: not taken up in any modern traditions noted 
of joining star dots. It could be a pit (f310) of an incomplete group, and seems to 
be marked at two other sites.

While this picture is incomplete, the head is excellent, and symbolism becomes apparent as 
positioning of burial and cremation remains, landscaping texts in a literal sense.

 .  .      -       ⁽     .   ,    ,    ;     .    ,    ⁾

If the above is a Horse, it then looks as if it has a Rider. There is now no officially recognized 
constellation Rider of this Horse. However, there are faint stars within the square of Pegasus 
and stars above, around which the features on the ground may be drawing together. A very close 
fit of this same pattern of features occurs at the nine hundred year earlier site of Velserbroek-
Hofgeest discussed below. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, he is mirrored in the burial of the 
young man, laid in a flexed position (fig. 59). The Rider as image is indicated on later finds of 
bracteate iconography, as Odin/Wodan, and as legends of  ‘Wodan’s Wild Ride’. The following 
Rider pattern has no exclusivity of content, but horse bone regularly occurs. The drawing-in of 
the dug, linear features is in itself apparent content, as iconographical form.





R1--the head: large pit f185, which has all of the seasonal determinants, horn core 
and lengths of willow branches. These finds also characterize Horse’s skull pit f27 
(H2-H3).

R2--back/spine: linear feature
R3--thigh shaft: linear feature with bone material including horse rib, vertebrae, and 

two partial horse thighbones. 
R4--knee, lower thigh and upper shin: a selection of four teeth of a calf, an ox and 

two horse teeth.
R5--ankle? no finds.

Pit group 10 (fig. 5) suggests an arc around the horse burial (H7); the circle was also drawn by 
inhabitants as a ditch at Uitgeesterbroek (UB18), discussed below and is suggested to form the 
ribcage of the large scale Horse (fig.45). An example of horse and rider (often identified with 
Odin/Wodan) with shield (with ‘pit’ motif) is shown in Figure 70 that could be another inter-
pretation of the intention behind the arc of features.

 .  .      -       

Horse and Rider are travelling along the linear feature (f107 on fig. 5; figs. 31a & b, 32) border-
ing part of the settlement along the west. The combination reoccurs but differently marked at 

Figure 33  SM-I: Features forming the constellation of Hercules/The Kneeler and his partial image as 
a Donar/Thor type of figure as settlement features, including the dwelling (see fig. 31 and Tables 13 & 
14).





three of the sites discussed below. Spatially, the combination has a likeness to the sky phenom-
enon of the Milky Way, along which runs the official constellation Horse. The angle between 
Horse and linear feature is not good, but can be explained when the action of Horse and Rider 
is taken into account (Chapter 6), in taking off from stilled settlement space, carrying the dead 
of the Schagen human burials and cremations.

The Milky Way is a band of mainly dim stars stretching across the sky – it is a path – which 
is variable as to cultural denotation, whereby the Scandinavian folk designation of ‘Odin’s Way’ 
is most interesting.65 Here the linear feature was filled with butchery waste, 91% of cattle. The 
feature also forms a border between inside and outside settlement place and the general type 
of bordering is important for the interpretation of the night sky as divided into three parts, a 
key to pagan structuring of the heavens and lived landscape, in contrast to the christianised (cf 
Chapter 6 & 7).

 .  .      -             ⁽    .   ,         ,    ;     .    ,    ⁾

The pit pattern is very incomplete but distinguishable as the pattern known on star-charts as Her-
cules; an early Greek designation is the Kneeler (Room 1988, 93), which shall be his designation 
here, as being less laden with cultural derivation. The Kneeler is an early Greek naming of the 
constellation not referring, according to Room (1988, 93), specifically to Heracles. As Hercules, 
the hero of the constellation is kneeling on the dragon, slain during his eleventh labour. 

Where his head is supposed to be is not obvious. In any event, the classical hero Hercules 
holds a club in his right hand, while this settlement pattern has a hammer in the right-hand 
position, indicating a Thor/Donar figure, the Germanic counterpart to Herakles/Hercules. The 
Celtic counterpart is the Dagda, with an attribute of a club.66 The suggested figure at Schagen 
Muggenburg-I is possibly the most interesting as figure and attributes with direct correlates to 
Thor/Donar-Herakles/Hercules-Dagda myths. However, he is very incomplete at both of the 
Schagen sites, and could not be established at the others, possibly as the areas to the east of the 
dwellings were not excavated. Associated in Germanic myth mainly with fertility and crops, the 
Thor/Donar type of figure is here associated with the dwelling, overlapping the figures of Cow 
and Dog at the Schagen sites. The figure is also associated with horse bones (see positions K8, 
K9-10) something shared with pattern Horse.

The incomplete figure is formed by pits with horse bones occurring in the southern part of 
the settlement and a wooden hammer and hammer stone finds which are in the pattern. The 
feature groups are also near specific in having the single, standing pots of the site. Poplar (Populus 
sp.) as wood find is also important for this figure. Pliny (Nat.His. XII. 2) was cited in the Chap-
ter 3 for illustrating ascribed Roman deity-and-tree associations; the tree Pliny associated with 
Hercules is the poplar. Poplar occurs infrequently as wood find for the entire region. 

K1--group 12 has the westerly pit f28 with the long-handled hammer, with willow 
shaft and ash head, as well as a club-like, near-complete horse tibia; the middle pit 
has two complete ox skulls and a pole found standing in the eastern end. 

K2--overlaps with Dog 2, and is a partial group with f29, and f183 with a quern 
stone and un-worked birch

K3--right shoulder: unexcavated
K4--right hip: two pits, group 3, of which f21 had with a broken hour-glass formed 





whetstone, the only whetstone of this type found in a pit. The finds category is rela-
tively common as complete whetstone on surfaces; there was also a small complete 
pot. A clear exception to the 3-pit groupings, this two-pit group was suggested to 
be the first of the settlement and it was lacking a Winter pit (Chapter 2).

K5--right knee: pit group 2, the middle pit (f120) had an upright post of Populus 
sp. It is the only upright post at the site, and from a rarely occurring wood type. 
Feature 115 contained a complete standing pot.

K6--right foot: pit group 1, of which two pits were inside and another outside the 
dwelling; that near the back wall (f352) had an un-worked, slightly worn ham-
mer-formed stone and a chip of Populus sp. An oak pole was leaning in the cor-
ner of the pit; pit f212 contained a large complete pot, black burnished with the 
mouse skull as deposit inside the pot.

K7--left shoulder: the assumed incomplete group is possibly represented by that one 
pit f248 with kilos of charred grain, stems, and rope representing burnt sheaves 
deposited with unburned wooden objects. This pit is also taken up as D3.

Figure 34  SM-I: Probably a Cow, within Germanic mythology, part of the constellation of Taurus, showing 
the face as a V, with stars including Hyades and Aldebaran and the partial ground picture (see fig. 31 and 
Tables 13 & 14). Positions shown added to the picture are derived from the other sites (figs. 36, 48, 53).





K8--left hip: the deposit of three horse lower legs.
K9-10--left knee and shin: the left knee as here given is a globular cluster (M92, 

magnitude 6.4) and visible only in exceptionally good circumstances. The posi-
tion is indicated by the two pits (f220 and f256) and ‘pointed to’ by the linear 
feature. The linear feature is a series of pits cut successively to the northwest; f258 
contained a small complete pot with a sherd covering the mouth-opening. The 
feature was disturbed on the south by a modern ditch. 

 Due to the similar feature at SM-III and positioning (see fig. 29) the linear feature is 
regarded as the first marking of the left leg, which was re-marked by the pit group 
f220, 256, 260: f260 contains horse bones: a left leg, from the pelvis to the astragalus; 
the posterior part of a lower jaw, and 17 vertebrae. The only large wild mammal 
element of the site, the partial jaw from a red deer, was recovered from this feature.

 .  .       ⁽              ⁄         ⁾  ⁽     .   ,         ,    ⁾

Traditionally agreed is that the face of the constellation is made up of the Hyades, five stars, 
although more are visible. Aldebaran, the brightest star of an orange-red hue is often considered 
the glowing right eye, but is usually not considered as one of the Hyades. The remainder of the 
bull’s body is variously connected, but is not taken up here, except the line below the face (to 
C15; see Velserbroek Hofgeest). The Pleiades are included sometimes as part of the picture (see 
fig. 68 for their position). The group is known as being seven sisters or ‘nine’, when the parents 
are counted. Within Greek mythology both Hyades and the seven Pleiades are daughters of 
Atlas, for unclear reasons, and the meanings of the names are also unclear. The derivation of the 
name ‘Hyades’ is alternatively given as connected to the Greek hyein, to rain, the set of Hyades 
in November being the start of the rainy season (OCCL), or via their popular Roman designa-
tion as ‘Suculae’, little pigs, from sus, sow, thus relating to Greek hys (Room 1988, 96): ‘Pliny 
combined both senses by explaining that the rains with which the stars were associated made the 
roads so miry and muddy that they seemed to delight in dirt, like pigs’. One could also combine 
the two if Romans slaughtered their pigs in November.67 The constellation the Bull/Taurus has 
the same name in Greek (Tauros) and Arabic (Al Thaur). The Arabic name of the Hyades is Al 
Debaran, the follower, as the cluster follows Al Najm, the (as in paramount) constellation: the 
Pleiades. As mentioned, interpretation here will be through a Cow rather than a bull, through 
associations more with the female sphere and materials within the excavations (cf Chapter 6). 
In a Germanic text, Snorri Sturluson is considered as explicit in his creation myth of Audhumla 
– as rich, hornless, cow (Chapter 7), and she will be found in the sky. 

The matching association of deposits of the SM-I pattern is the presence of bone elements 
of the very large, non-indigenous cattle bones, with the exceptions of group 14 (C5) and the 
incomplete group indicated by pit f137 (C10; also position H8). The giant cattle bones could be 
in reference to the ‘Giant Cow’ figure. As mentioned in Chapter 2, these bones from very large 
cattle occur regularly but sporadically within settlements of north-western Europe. Because of 
the patterned way the bones occur as deposits at this Schagen site, they could have been traded 
in from more southerly European regions exactly for the purpose of marking gigantic Cow 
constellation figures.68 Bones from very young animals occur regularly as well. 

The following incomplete picture of the constellation Cow is found, which was added to by 
considering the other sites. Clockwise the figure is bound together:





C1--left top of skull: a three pit group with radius from a very large bovine, in f51, 
and a complete implement which appears to be a pestle (from a horse metapo-
dia); f31 included one-half of a bronze bracelet, a finely made, unused imple-
ment (made from a horse’s rib) for pottery production, and two lower jaws from 
lambs. 

C2- pit group 4 of regular formation is packed with interesting finds. The south-
ern pit contains two partial skeletons of piglets, 7-10 weeks old. The wood finds 
included a complete rake, and other complete objects with holes. The winter pit, 
f223, contained an inventory of ten complete native pots, one-half of a rotary 
quern, a selection of knucklebones and a boar’s tusk. The spring (f221) and Octo-
ber/November pit (f222) both contained a vertebra of exceptionally large cattle 
bone as part of the initial deposit. 

C3--lower left face: the bundle of bone elements, f262, belonging to the very large 
cattle.

C4--not excavated  
C5--group 14 contained bones referring mainly to cattle, with 17 bones, and two 

of sheep/goat. The small wattle empty grave/cradle, f297, was accompanied by a 
metacarpal of an ox; clear selection of four cattle metapodia from four different 
beasts is in f298; two lower cattle jaws accompanied a quern fragment in f296. 

C6--the linear feature 274 is also part of Greater Dog (D5-D6), and contained cattle 
bones, including those from a very large bovine. A group of pits may be indicated 
by the edge of a pit (f276), partially excavated. 

C7--not excavated
C8--The single pit (f271) found in a trial trench contained two elements of 

extremely large cattle, the centrotarsale and a partial humerus, as well as two 
deciduous teeth of a calf, c. 3 weeks old.

C9--top (right) of head: at the junction of the two linear features forming the bor-
der of settlement space, f162 with no deposits, and f107, with many. As well as 
containing three bones of the large bovine, f107 was filled with butchery waste, 
91% cattle bone, a percentage greater than the average of the site features as total. 
Feature 107 was also suggested as the Milky Way, the path of Horse & Rider.

C10--midway top skull is a dim star marked by f137, and is included as it is present 
at other sites, below; it contained four bones of cattle, only. The pit also represents 
a group as Horse-8 and Dog-12.

Further, the pattern includes positions C11-16 found at the more fully excavated areas of the 
sites Uitgeesterbroek Polder and Velserbroek Hofgeest discussed below.

 .  .      -                ⁄            ⁽     .   ,         ,    ⁾

The Greater Dog constellation includes the brightest star of the sky, Sirius, which the Greeks 
called either Cyon, the dog, or Astrocyon, dog star; the Romans are assumed to have copied 
this from the Greeks; Arabian astronomers called the constellation the Greater Dog (Al Kalb al 
Akbar) (Room 1988, 68). 

The stretched picture is made up of the burials of the two great earthly dogs at the site, two 
linear features and a pit group with the bone elements of dogs. Star-charts again show variation 
in which stars are used, and one example is given in Figure 30. The way of binding the stars can 
be taken as a dog standing on its back legs, with forelegs in a stretched position, and the head 





(Sirius) in-between. The position is unnatural, and although not exactly reflected, has a similar-
ity to two buried examples of dogs, one here at SM-I, and another at SM-III. The model of the 
relative star/pit positions is a composite of SM-I and SM-III of those features with burials and 
bone elements from dogs in features. 

D1--the head: very large, young dog (f238), buried adjacent to the dwelling. The star 
represented is Sirius, the brightest in the sky.

D2--the right elbow: position is extrapolated from an assumed partial group of pits, 
f29 and f183, the latter only with finds of birch and a quern stone fragment. 

D3--represented in an incomplete group. The pit present is that with kilos of burnt 

Figure 35  SM-I: Constellation Greater Dog and the settlement traces, including two great dog burials.





grain, an interesting combination with the Thor/Donar figure (Kneeler/Hercu-
les) through the harvest connection of season of rise and the myths and legend 
connected to both figures.

D4--the right front paw: the burial of an old, and very large dog (f250), buried in 
a twisted position (fig. 59)

D5--left foreleg: the linear feature (f274) has a dog’s mandible, which marks the 
position of a relatively bright star, but the further extension towards D6, to the 
northwest, is towards a dim star position. 

D6--the position here is shown as it seems to be present in SM-III (cf fig. 36); it is 
here possibly disturbed by a medieval ditch.

D7--not excavated
D8-D9--lower back/base of spine: linear feature (f55), binding two star positions, 

with the foot bone of a dog; the feature doubles as Rider’s thigh.
D10--right hind foot: marked by the pit group with f154, containing a lower 

jaw from a small dog, with teeth extracted. The pit also contains complete 
standing pots and worked wood. The area between D9 and D10 was not 
excavated, but could hold a star position such as shown by the constellation 
model (fig. 35).

D11--the left hind leg is represented by one pit in a trial trench. Also used for H8 
and C10.

 .  .                :       -            ,                       ,  

            ,                   

The suggested constellation patterns described in this chapter use the larger spatial patterning 
of pits than that suggested for the yearly, seasonal framework of pit-digging set out in Chapter 
2. The conjunction of stars as seasons will be gone into in Chapter 6. There are a few points to 
be made here on the finds-distribution among and between the four patterns at SM-I.

cross-referencing: The finds of horses, humans, gigantic ox, hammer stone, horse bone, single pots, 
poplar wood, and dog bones as part of their respective, here partial, constellation pictures have 
been taken up except for the following. The materials could be referencing the flow of time, as 
the images in the sky follow one another, as discussed in Chapter 6. And, they could also be seen 
within a scheme of direct cross-referencing, from one picture to the other, in features demarcat-
ing feet and head position of the images. 

In Horse’s skull SMI-H2/H3 (f27):
--radius fragment of an extraordinarily large bovine to Cow
--small complete dog skull to Dog; 
--block type hammer-stone to The Kneeler;

In H12 and H15: bones from a very large bovine (in f148, f310)
___________
Rider’s head, SMI-R1 (f185):
--in f185 a horse bone and a small near-complete pot were deposited suggesting 
reference to Horse and Kneeler.





____________
In The Kneeler’s right foot (SMI-K6): 
--f352 has the only other dog bone recovered from pit-features; it is a toe bone (not 
from the dog which was buried without toes at D4).
____________
In Cow’s left eye (?) (SMI-C2)
The group C2 of three pits was best filled and absolutely packed with interesting 
finds. A horse bone is taken up here in the Winter pit, f223. 
____________
Greater Dog 
Overlapping the entire settlement area, Dog crosses on the ground the other three 
constellation patterns, and shares star positions with Cow, Rider and Horse, and 
the other way around. A piece of Populus sp. was found in his right hind foot in 
D10 (f154). In the same position, there was also the horse bone of the Winter pit 
(f156).
_____________
Feature ‘Milky Way’ (f107)
In addition to the quantity of butchery waste deposited in this border with 91% 
cattle bone, finds were deposited particular to three constellations: a block type ham-
mer-stone; three elements from exceptionally large cattle and six horse elements. 
There was no bone from dog.

direct correspondence of bone element as pictured part: The star position of ‘Horse’s mouth’ (H1) has 
the only upper front jaw of a horse found in features of the site. The only horse rib, near com-
plete, found at the site is in the Rider’s thigh (R3). The horse’s rib and vertebrae at this position 
is on rib cage/spinal column of pattern Horse. 

inverted quality in method of marking stars: The method of proto-Dutch star binding as suggested 
might seem ‘illogical’ in the use of at times faint stars that are only visible in very good condi-
tions and by people with excellent eyesight. However, there is a consistency suggested by the 
ground patterns when compared to the stars in an inverse relationship between how the stars are 
marked as feature when compared to the visibility of the star reference point. This will become 
more apparent through features of the other sites, as will the general framework of inversion of 
the Schagen sites, discussed in Chapter 6. Summarizing the ‘dimness’ factor of the above patterns 
as compared to the actual stars, the following points can be made:

--Human adult inhumations mark dim points of the sky as the suggested hoof posi-
tion (H13). Horse’s mouth (H1) is the pit with seven inverted pots and cremated 
bone, corresponding to the cluster of stars difficult to see in the sky. 

--Rider is made up totally of linear features, and the stars used are dim and not at 
all now a recognized constellation. However, various ‘holdovers’ of this figure are 
a part in later iconography and practices, and the mirrored position of the flexed 
burial at this site (Chapters 6 & 7).

--The use of a ditch to mark the Milky Way is also analogous to dimness in heavily 
marking through linear features. In the sky, the feature is formed by primarily 
dim points of light. 

--Greater Dog’s ‘lower back’ is marked by relatively bright stars, but on the ground 
marked with a linear feature; the same feature doubles however as Rider’s thigh 
of dim stars, which could explain the exception.





--The left knee of The Kneeler is a globular cluster, but marked by the end of a 
linear feature that extends to the foot. The feature is then the drawing in of the 
left shin(bone). At SM-III, below, a similar linear feature correlating to the ‘thigh’ 
had a deposit of a left, human thighbone, a specific reference to the pictured 
body part. 

right and left sidedness: Tilley (1981, 144-145) gave some practical advice on what archaeologists 
could be looking for in their bone finds. Point three was in finding patterning within right 
and left bone elements, but it could not be demonstrated for the bone material as clustered pit 
deposits at the Schagen sites. The above quality of dimness of actual stars shown as well-marked, 
emphasized, positions through features, has a pattern when taking the sides of the constellation 
figures into account. The linear features of The Kneeler and Greater Dog draw in parts of the 
left sides; Rider’s left side is shown completely by linear features. The seven pots inverted over 
a cremated woman are in the left side of Horse’s mouth. The adult inhumations in one of the 
forelegs of Horse when following the ‘dimness’ criteria of the star can be interpreted as the left 
foreleg. The burial of the new-born child is in this same leg. Texts as to horse’s ‘leg of life’, as the 
right leg within divination (Chapter 3) could indicate the SM-I hoof/inhumation position is 
the left leg of ‘death’. The right leg has then round pits, as exceptional form, one with tree roots, 
taken up within Tree symbolism, on which more will be said in Chapter 6 & 7. More striking 
is the directional inversion of humans and animals as to how they are laid to rest. While the 
constellations are mapped in settlement space, the iconography of the sky is indicated at times 
as mirror-imaged in burial position of male animals and humans (cf Chapter 6). 

 .  .                :            

The figures of SM-I have been presented in the above sections as ‘loose’. In settlement context, 
the figures have been pulled down from the sky to overlap whereby Rider and the body of 
Horse cover the central area that was undefined as to clear traces of settlement activities (fig. 31a 
& b). As gone into in Chapter 2, the northern area of the settlement was used in pottery firing, 
iron and bronze working as shown by surface finds around groups 7 and 8, of hearths and pits. 
That large hearth associated with the westerly group 5, with round pits, showed no similar finds 
on the surface. To the south, there were three hearths outside the dwelling without surface finds 
around them to indicate a function. The Kneeler constellation has a hearth under his (extrapo-
lated) left shoulder. There are hearths at positions of Cow, at C-2 and C-3. The dwelling, with 
hearth, is planted between Cow’s eyes, and is also Kneeler’s right leg. 

The hearths, some functioning within daily-life activities, are also light-giving sources which 
could have also referred to, and paralleled the aspect of stars, at night. Through the ritual aspect, 
they are connected to the large patterns, at particular ‘special places’ within the settlement. The 
hearths and pits also form alignments having to do with common activities of the day and 
reference the sun, pulled up by night figures, again a subject to be discussed in Chapter 6, as it 
has to do with ‘action’ of these statically presented (incomplete) ‘finds’ as spatial placements of 
features.





 .                       -                     
⁽    .    ⁾

Lying to the southwest of Schagen Muggenburg-I, and about two generations later in date, 
the site of Schagen Muggenburg-III was excavated even less completely. However, the pits as 
discussed in Chapter 2 can be interpreted through similar categories of deposits related to the 
basic seasonal designations, following the associations in deposits of Schagen Muggenburg-I. 
The linear features at the two Schagen sites overlap (fig. 29), as well as some of the pit positions, 
and can be regarded as referring to settlement layout done within a plan of constellation-star 
positioning. Although the excavated area is even less than SM-I, there are enough indications to 
suggest that the Kneeler, Cow and Greater Dog were set out at this somewhat later site. 

All of the pits of the excavated area also gain an interpretation through placement as star 
positions and alignments. Moreover, as a greater area was excavated to the south of the dwelling, 
insight is further given on important orientations towards the sun, an alignment also implied by 
the features in a trial trench at SM-I. 

Within a somewhat different (family) tradition – including being very sparing with deposits 
– materials in features marking the stars are analogous but not the same as the SM-I site. The 
constellations were not laid out overlapping in the same manner as in SM-I. The greater length 
of the dwelling could explain the shift in the layout of constellation points. 

 .  .        -         ⁽     .   ,    ⁾

The dwelling takes up Kneeler’s right leg almost completely. Two features in his pattern have 
multiple deposits of complete pots in contrast to the single pots characterizing the pattern in 
SM-I. Much of the picture is assumed to fall outside of the excavated area. Present seem to be 
the positions of:

K2 to K3--right elbow to shoulder: only partially present at SM-I, this group here 
consists of four pits; the one (f96) proportionately best fitting the ‘real’ star posi-
tion is that with a horse element. Feature 58, filled with pots, and the odd one 
of the group insofar as orientation and content, will be discussed in suggesting 
correspondence to small-scale, house-layout in Chapter 6. 

K4--right hip, pelvis joint: SM-I had only two pits, as is possibly the case here 
although the medieval ditch may have obliterated a third. The two groups are 
similar in formation; f74 has a horse molar as initial deposit; f75, layer 2, the ace-
tabulum of a horse’s pelvis--the cup-shaped socket – chopped with care out of 
the pelvis. The initial deposit was a partial ox skull, thus the feature is designated 
as a Spring pit, and it also marks the position of Cow-2.

K5--right knee: taken up as the NE corner of the dwelling position. 
K6--right foot: whereas the hammer-stone and the horse element were in the same 

pit at SM-I, here they were deposited in two pits. The pit f 78 near the back 
wall contains the horse foot bone as well as one complete standing pot. The only 
hammer stone of the site is in the spring pit by the door-opening, f106, with 
multiple pot deposit. The stone is the same type and form as that of SM-I. To the 
other side of the door was the pit (f105) with worked wood.

K7 & 8: not excavated.









K9--although K8 was not excavated, it is ‘pointed to’ by f97 drawing in the left 
thigh as a linear feature. The only human bone of the site was found here. It is 
the left thighbone shaft and is in direct relation to the left thigh of the suggested 
pattern. The modern ditch disturbed the exact position of K9. 

The linear feature f76 also points to position K9, as part of the thigh. Identifiable bone in this 
feature was from ox – foot bones, two teeth, complete atlas – and eating waste (13 bones). A 
black stone gaming disc and a sherd of samian ware were also in the feature.

K10: the linear feature from knee position to foot is marked similarly as the shin of SM-I. 
Here the end was recovered as a circular feature containing a horse molar and eating waste.

 .  .        -     ⁽     .   ,    ⁾

The most often-occurring ox element of the pattern is the back cranium, horn cut off. These 
finds refer in a more direct manner than the finds of SM-I to what the constellation picture 
relates: the head. Even Snorri Sturluson’s (Gylfaginning 5-7) ‘Audhumla’ – as rich, hornless, cow 
could be a later reference, discussed in Chapter 7. Only one deposit from exceptionally large 
cattle was found: a skull accompanied by three lower legs found in f46, at the south-western 
end of the linear alignment of pits. It is not a position taken up in the pattern itself, but could 
relate to directions as set out in Chapter 6, to the rise of the summer solstice sun. While SM-I 
consistently has this marking type of deposit, the pattern is found only through laying it over 
the dwelling, and relating it to pit groups not taken up by the Kneeler pattern. While single, 
standing vessels were associated the Kneeler at SM-I, they are here more associated with the 
Cow pattern (C7, C8). 

C1--not excavated 
C2--group of two pits with few finds doubles at this site as Kneeler’s right pelvis 

(K3). The spring pit, f75, had a complete mandible from a very young calf. The 
same initial deposit includes two complete cattle vertebrae. The find is similar 
to the bones used in marking the same C2 position at SM-I with vertebrae, 
but there from a very large bovine animal. The pit also contains a fragment of a 
round disc, whereby it is then similar to the same position at the site Ub18-C2 
(below). 

C3--elongated f15 with the right partial crania of an ox, horn cut off. The position 
was possibly re-marked with that three pit group (f 34, 21, 33) having together 
six ox/calf bones and one tooth of a sheep/goat.

C4--not excavated
C5--groups 10 & 11 (fig. 15) may be taken up, but overlap with the Dog pattern. 

The layout of group 10 is the same as that of C-2 at SM-I. The middle pit (f7) 
here contained as initial deposit a complete jar lying on its side, mouth opening 
to the northeast. Lumps of clay to hold it in this position were found under the 
pot. The position however falls on f18, a long pit with a selection of cattle bone 
(as well as dog, see D-5, below), of twenty cattle skull elements including single 
teeth of older cattle as well as calves; there was also the back of a partial cattle 
skull.

Figure 36  SM-III: Plan of settlement with the constellation patterns of SM-I over the features.





C6--the position falls over f17, a shallow concentration of bone, including a partial 
lower jaw from a calf and a partial ox cranium. Feature 17, and another concen-
tration near to it, f20 (fig. 15) is not taken up because it is uncertain if they were 
part of activities on the original surface, or part of the mound material covering 
the area. Thus, it is unclear if this position is marked.

C7--marked by three pits, comparable to the opposite formation at SMI-C2. 
AWN2 & AWN 3 were features excavated prior to the institute’s excavation and 
were not well recorded as to differentiated mound and pit deposits. There was a 
complete pot standing in f79 and bones from calves and lambs.

C8--not excavated, or part of a group, indicated somewhat above the area in the 
trial trench with f99. This feature contained a complete pedestal bowl and cattle 
bone, including skull parts.

C9--the nearest feature is the enclosure of linear features formed by pits; the three 
sides excavated contained partial ox skulls and other bones from ox and very 
young calves and a lamb. A partial ox cranium was impressed into the terminal 
of the length along the northwest, the same feature with the complete, black 
burnished pot with hanging triangles and pit-decoration (fig. 17). This was the 
only decorated native pot found at the site. A bronze, Germanic fibula was found 
impressed into the side of the other terminal and this length contained very 
young calf bones and skull parts from older cattle. 

 .  .        -            ⁽    .   ,    ⁾

Although there are but few points, all deposits of dog bone at the site and the great dog burial 
are overlapped by the model formed by SM-I traces, and those at this site. 

D1--the star Sirius is again a complete burial of a very large dog, lying near the 
northeast end wall of the dwelling. While the burial of the SM-I site was on its 
side, this dog was buried in a position similar to the dog at the position of D4 
at SM-I.

D2 to D4: not excavated 
D5--the linear feature of SMI-D5 overlaps two pits with dog elements of atlas 

and foot bone of group 10 (f16) and of group 11 (f18) with a dog’s tooth and a 
jawbone. These groups overlap (fig. 15), and could be referring to both Dog and 
Cow. 

D6 – Feature 36 contained a foot bone from a dog. 
D7 – three pits, group 5. Pit (f56) shown circled in Figure 36 contained an ulna, from 

a very large dog, and also had the pair of dice made from root wood (fig. 20). 

  
 .  .                                       - 

The fits to the SM-I patterns are tenuous. However, there are enough corresponding, and near 
corresponding positions to suggest intent was similar. If correct, there was evidently latitude 
within tradition of individual families for shifting positions. The shift could have to do with the 
length of the dwelling. Greater Dog pattern was laid out shifted to the northeast relative to that 
pattern of the Kneeler. 

Use of a dog mandible, without teeth, to mark positions corresponds to marking of D-10 at 
SM-I.  Sided-ness is shown here through the left side of the Kneeler’s thigh, with left human 





thighbone. The dimness of the stars was mentioned for SM-I as correlated to positions for 
human remains (H1, H13) and the left side. Here the very dim position of K9 (the globular 
cluster M 92) is associated with the only human bone from the excavated area, and is the left 
side of the pattern.   

The theme of back crania deposits, characteristic for the Cow pattern, was carried along 
through the elongated features dug SW-NE along the southern extent of the excavated area. 
The suggestion of a similar series of pits in the same position is found in those pits unexplained 
in SM-I, found in the trial trench (fig. 5: features 347, 348, 350, 351).  At SM-III, the line seems 
to border settlement space along the southern side and a similar line could have been present 
at SM-I. 

 .  .                             

Not taken up are group 4, large pit f73, and the two smaller pits f93 and f94. The deposited 
materials could be taken as referring to pattern Cow, and f73 does fall partially with the posi-
tion of C2. Accompanying ox elements of shoulder blade and foot bone, a fragment of a horn 
core was found in f73, corresponding to the large pits of SM-I (other horn core fragments at 
SM-III were in f28 and f58, general alignment and K3); f93 contained two ox mandibles, and 
f94 a pot foot (from a pedestal bowl). The direction of east-west (as that feature f73) will be 
shown to be important in conjunction with the birth and death cycle of constellation Cow, but 
also in the combination of the rise of the constellation Kneeler, around the slaughter period 
(Chapter 6).

The SM-III site will not be taken up further however, except for the general indications of a 
SW-NE alignment along the south of the settlement. In relation to each other, closely related in 
time and some habits of filling settlement place with pit features, the indications for patterning 
at SM-III for the larger scale were taken as good enough for reviewing other sites of the region 
for this aspect.

 .                             -    ⁽     ⁾ :     .     -     
             ,                       

 ⁽     .    -   ⁾

The entire 1.75 ha excavated of this site is interesting due to the clear traces of pit digging and 
deposits up through the 19th century.69 Prehistory and folk history are demonstrably connected 
through the excellent stratigraphy of layered time and continued form. Areas of the site were 
excavated during 1991-1993. Therkorn & Oversteegen (1994) is a summary of the main phases 
with conclusions based on the sequence of activities over the 1.75 ha excavated area, through 
the at least 3500 year history of the site, and a two meter deep stratigraphy.70 Part of the site is 
shown schematically in Figure 37, and includes the main traces from phases 3-6 of the site. All 
of the phases can be summarised as follows:

1. Concentrations of charcoal indicate an incidental use of the site during the Early 
Bronze Age on the slope of dune sand covering Calais IV deposits. 





2.  During the middle Bronze Age, the depression 
was open water and partially filled with clay and 
subsequently with plant dust (gyttja-like) sedi-
ments. Reed peat was accumulating around the 
eastern and southern sides of the pool.

  More than twenty beams of secondarily worked 
construction wood were deposited in open water, 
forming two axes, during the middle or later Iron 
Age. 

3.  The swamp continued to fill with plant dust while 
deposits of peeled juniper trunks and branches 
were placed as bundles, in linear arrangements 
pinned down by stakes on the bottom of the pool. 
Silts had covered the beams of phase 2. The depos-
its of juniper were up to 45 meters in length.

4.  Plant dust silts continued building up, covering the 
above. The raised swamp had dried and the surface 
was used to construct a ‘longbed’ aligned roughly 
NW-SE. Two parallel running ditches were dug 7-
8 meters apart, about 1 meter deep. Material won 
from the ditches was re-deposited in between. 
The monument was 103 meters long. Hundreds 
of oak branches as a single layer were placed over 
the width of the heightened area, along the entire 
length. This was then covered with cut reed peat, 
which was recovered undisturbed, as were the 
branches. Total recovered height of the monument 
was 55 cm. The north-western end was marked 
with three vertically placed oak posts. 

  Deposits of this phase included dog and horse 
skull elements, a human thighbone, a metal lance 
point, and a shaped antler, lance-like, point.

5.  A period of sedimentation ensued, with two 
events of flooding. The phase four monument 
was covered. Deposits during the sedimentation 
phase include two human thighbones. On the 
newly formed surface, a series of linear banks 
were constructed, over the position of the phase 
4 monument, but with a slightly different align-
ment. The last, non-eroded banks consisted of two 
banks of sand, about 75 cm apart, covered each 
by cut sods/turf, grass side up. The space between 
the banks was in-filled with re-deposited white 
sand. Of the original length, 120 m was recovered. 
The total length could not be established as the 
banks extended under the modern roadway on 
the west. On the east, the end was eroded and a 
modern ditch further disturbed the stratigraphic 
connection between the banks on sandy sediments 
and peat landscape to the east. Open water was 
still present at this eastern end. Deposits included 
bronze fastenings, fibulae and a human thighbone.

Figure 37  Velserbroek-B6 (VbB6): 
part of the excavated area show-
ing traces associated with phases 
3-6 (numbered) of the offering 
site, stacked through a 1.5 m deep 
stratigraphy. The area of Figures 
38-41 with (later) Roman Iron 
Age pits and later medieval mark-
ing is shown.





6. The connection between the above and the area marked by features dug in the 
reed peat landscape to the east is unclear due to the modern ditch dug on the 
border between sand filled pool and natural peat accumulation. Clear is the dig-
ging of a channel through the peat accumulation, first marked by narrow ditches. 
This became a water filled channel, 27 meters wide, and at least 100 meters long. 
(The housing estate on the southeast blocked establishing the total length.) 

 On the west, the channel was filled with sandier sediments. To the southeast, plant 
dust sediments gradually filled the channel during its use for making deposits. 

 A variety of materials had been thrown into the NW-SE oriented channel from 
the eastern side. Deposits included metal, ‘spears’ of pealed juniper and other 
wooden objects. The directly adjacent area of peat, on the east, is that which was 
marked by pits, forming the constellation pattern Horse, described below (figs. 
38-40), and re-marked in the medieval period (phase 8; fig. 41). 

7. Prehistoric settlement activities were represented by features in sediments cover-
ing the earlier monuments of banks and longbed, and included a field/garden 
plot system, turf banks set into ditches, a cart-way and pit alignments (not shown 
on fig. 37). These traces could be contemporary with the Horse pattern and 
watery channel of phase 6.

8. The medieval period is represented on the peat area by a re-marking, which is 
described below, of the Horse pattern (fig. 41). To the north, on the sandy area, 
there were also a horse burial, an ox burial, and a several pits. 

9. Of the later and post medieval period, up to the 19th century, features included a 
field system, three pits with finds of standing whale bones, a pit with horseshoes 
and a well with deposits of a foot bone and a pseudo-pocket watch, hands show-
ing the 11th hour.

 .  .       -       ⁽    .    -   ⁾

The Horse pattern discussed here relates probably to the period of use between 100 to 300 AD, 
phase 6 in the above summary. It was constructed on the peat landscape on the north-eastern 
side of a watery channel and partially remarked sometime between the 11-12th century, phase 8. 
The dug channel, containing deposits, had long been silted up by that time. It might be expected 
that the Horse pattern was laid out in the initial stages of using the channel for deposits. The 
pattern cannot be more closely dated than the 2nd – 3rd c. AD. How long use continued of the 
adjacent channel for deposits is unknown, and it must await further dating.71

This prehistoric Horse constellation pattern was formed mainly through wood. It was a 
large wooden Horse, or ‘Tree-Horse’. The pattern Horse is fascinating particularly as it appears 
inhabitants of the region could explicate by their features that subtlety referenced in later texts, 
as Yggdrasill, designated as the Tree of Life. Yggdrasill is at the same time a compound word, 
translating as ‘Odin’s Horse’ (cf e.g., Davidson 1993, 68-69). 

The late prehistoric features recovered at this part of the site are shown in Figure 39 a and b. 
The Schagen model of Horse positions is shown over the features in Figure 39a. The position of 
f107, the ditch with slaughter waste at the SM-I site, matches the positioning of the dug, water 
filled channel with deposits at this site. 

A somewhat revised model to better conjoin with the features is shown in Figure 39b. The neck 
has been shortened to fit over two dug features, the forelegs are also revised, as are positions H9 
and H11. There would seem to be enough points of similarity to suggest the same type of Horse 









figure was laid out here at this Velserbroek site. The modifications of the feature positioning of the 
constellation Horse might relate to an altered way of achieving the alignments (Chapter 6). As 
relative proportions, this revised model is also more realistic to the actual star patterning (fig. 32). 

The Horse pattern (fig. 39 a or b) is here similarly oriented to the linear feature of dug, 
water-filled channel, as the Horse pattern at SM-I in relation to the ditch filled with butchery 
waste (f107). Here, the suggested mapped ‘Milky Way’, as a water filled channel, could also lend 
some insights to ‘offering sites’ of watery contexts, and relation to a sky context.  Actual use of 
the eastern side of the channel was shown by the trampled depression, a broad pathway, along 
the trajectory H2-H11. 

Concentrations of worked wooden objects, branches and trunks were the deposits most notice-
able, although of the marked positions, H5 & H6 were exceptions. Vertical stakes, all of oak, were 
found (in the revised figure 39b: H4, 7, 9, 11, 13 & 15) while position H10 had stake-holes. 
Some of these positions are taken up in the directional discussion in Chapter 6. Horse bone 
also accompanies this figure, representing one-half of the recovered, identifiable bone material 
excluding fish bones, representing two fish in two features. The wooden objects deposited in dug 
features most often were complete tenons, large unused wooden pegs, of various wood species; 
as at SM-I which also had tenons, it seems that selection leading to variation in wood species is 
the pattern, as part of the meaning within ‘tree symbolics’ (see 3.3). 

Thirteen species of trees are represented as tenons. Oak tenons were deposited most fre-
quently in features, followed by hazel and ash. No correlation could be found between tenon 
form and wood species. Wooden objects with holes also occur, as they do in the SM-I pits. The 
distribution of the tenons and bones of the area are shown in Figure 38, and the wood species 
of tenons are shown in Table 11. Examples of the deposits are shown in Figure 40.

In contrast to the Schagen sites, here deposits of the evergreen juniper were frequent. Juniper 
was used for demarcating areas through horizontally laid branch lengths, with no bark. When 
recovered from the channel, they were also always without bark, and were most frequently 
recovered as ‘spears’: as straight lengths, the point always formed through one clean chopping 
action. Forked branches of juniper were also occasionally deposited. The diameters of the verti-
cally placed, posts/stakes are enlarged three times on plan (fig. 39). 

The positions are described according to those shown in Figure 39b: 

H1&2 – marked by deposits of horse bone, including a partial lower horse jaw. 
There is also a dug arc, near to the position. This is also the beginning of the 
worn and trampled pathway extending to H11.

H3--unmarked 
H4--standing post.
H5--elongated pit, extending to southeast; one deposit of a pig’s jaw.
H6--small round pit with one find of a charred acorn. There is a feature, a partial 

arc, near to the pit.
H7--standing oak post on edge of a pit, which had a mandible fragment of a medi-

um mammal and an acorn; a second pit re-marked the position, cutting slightly 
into the original. It had juniper branches, and six tenons. 

Figure 38  VbB6: Distribution of bone and worked wood in features associated with pattern Horse (cf 
fig. 37 for positioning within the site).





Figure 39  VbB6: The pattern of Schagen Muggenburg-I Horse (A) over the traces of dug pits and the 
pathway towards the water filled channel. To make a better fit, a somewhat altered pattern is given (B). 
(The oak stakes, in situ, are emphasized on plan by 200%.)





H8--a pit with a flatfish (Heterosomata).
H9--a large pit, with a concentration of un-worked wood and seven tenons; bone 

finds included horse elements of a sacrum, a vertebra, and a canine (that is, a stal-
lion is represented). The only human bone in this area of the site was deposited 
here, a right thighbone shaft. 

 A small pit was cut into the concentration, and may be a re-marking. It contained 
another standing post of oak, and a complete pelvis of a young mare, as the only 
deposit. 

 A standing post was on the eastern edge of the feature, set into a pit. 
H10--on the edge of the channel, a 1.70 m long juniper tree trunk with naturally 

pointed end and a shaped bulbous end was found without bark, branches cut off, 
horizontally placed towards H9 (fig.40); a cluster of four stake holes was at the 
western end of the juniper trunk. 

 The shaped trunk could be analogous to a very large-scale tenon and/or a large-
scale tibia, which is the large scale bone positioning of this Horse’s hind leg. Six 
normal sized tenons accompanied the trunk along with un-worked wood and 
four bones: three complete tibias from sheep/goat and one from a pig. These 
were the only tibiae recovered within or around this Horse pattern. That is, this 
seems to be a selection from other livestock, in association with the large figured 
part of Horse. A partial ox mandible and fish bone from the head of a pike were 
also included in the deposit. 

 Adjacent, on the south, to the juniper trunk was a concentration of materials: 
eight tenons and three wooden objects with holes. It could be later than the 
original marking. The feature is positioned similarly as the second pit feature by 
H7, and may be a re-marking of the general position. 

H11--three standing posts, of oak, in triangular setting, were in an oval feature within 
the linear feature stretching to H2. There were twenty-four horse bones deposited 
on the eastern side of the posts. The skull was represented by a few fragments, but 
the deposit consisted primarily of neck to rump vertebrae and ribs, chopped into 
fragments; complete refitting was impossible, but all of the bones could have come 
from the same, older, horse. Eating waste might be represented, along with the sixteen 
unidentifiable fragments of ‘large mammal’ (thus, possibly also from a horse) of ribs 
and vertebrae. A single horse tooth was somewhat to the southwest of the deposit. 

 Deposited as well were thirty-three tenons, mainly of oak and ash, but also a 
selection of four other species, one each. Tenons were placed around the posts 
and to the northeast; there were also juniper ‘spears’ and forked branches.

H12--a round pit, with a holed object of oak, eight tenons and an astragalus of an 
ox, was adjacent to two standing oak posts. The linear depression of the pathway 
between H11 and H12 contained a double-holed wooden object, tenons, juniper 
finds of ‘spear’ and forked branches, and a horse sacrum. Of the four other bones, 
one was identifiable as being from a sheep/goat. 

 Towards H1/2, there were concentrations of branches, one tenon, two horse 
bones and a pig bone.

H13--the distance from H12 to H13 is greater here than the Schagen model. Mark-
ing was done with a concentration of wood placed as a triangle (fig. 40) The 
largest trunk was of alder. A still standing oak post was at the southern corner and 
a vertical pole was in the long side. Junipers ‘spears’ were included in the setting 
and the other deposits were a sheep/goat jaw, and a pebble.

H14--the round pit contained branches from six species of wood.
H15--this position was marked with two standing posts of oak in a pit with no dis-

cernible contents. (Five meters to the southeast was a pit containing a wooden 
mallet and a tenon. It would seem to be too far away to be considered a re-mark-
ing of the position.)





 .  .       -      

If there is a Rider indicated, it is only through marking of his leg in placement of the SMI-R4 
feature with a 2m deep, rectangular pit, containing no recoverable deposits or by marking with 
a forked trunk of juniper at the northern end of R3 (fig. 39a). 

 .  .                   :                  

The open water channel corresponds closely in relative positioning to the Horse model from 
Schagen and to the bordering ditch feature 107 at that site (fig. 32). The broader channel here 
at VbB6 had been dug through the peat layers to the sandy sediments. The position had been 
marked out initially by two narrow ditch features. Two depressions with unclear edges were 
along the channel and had concentrations of un-worked wood, as well as eleven tenons and 
three horse bones: a complete femur and two joint bones (os tarsi and an astragalus). Deposits 

Figure 40  VbB6: Materials associated with the Velserbroek-B6 Horse pattern, with the positions indicated. 
Examples of the deposits of wooden pegs/tenons are also shown (a) and one of the holed-wood finds (b).





within the channel (in contrast to the SM-I linear feature with butchery waste) were mainly of 
metal and wood. The quantity of metal finds for the region is high. The only weapons in metal 
found at this site were ‘spears’. ‘Rings’ in various forms, in silver and bronze, and coins were 
recovered as were various types of fastenings, particularly harness fittings and fibulae (see Bosman 
1997). Analogous to the spears (the only weapons deposited during any of the site phases), are 
the ‘wooden spears’ that were made from branches of the evergreen juniper. These had all been 
pealed of bark and were pointed at one end. Later texts denote horse and spears as attributes of 
a Odin/Wodan type of deity. As Yggdrasill, the World Tree and Odin’s Horse, this constellation 
pattern, along with other figures of the Voluspa of the Poetic Edda, is found in the sky (Chapter 
7). Chapter 6 goes into some ceremonial aspects in regards to the directions of throwing spears, 
and other materials, into the channel as part of the discussion on directions and time of year.

 .  .                                                        

The late prehistoric Horse evidently lived on in memory, but how long a marking remained 
visible through above ground visibility of the oak posts, for example, is unknown. Sometime 
after the 3rd c., the area began to be so swampy again as to be unreachable by foot, and peat 
accumulation began. By the 11/13th c., a partial re-marking had been carried out over the place 
of the late prehistoric Horse figure. Some of the features of the old Horse are shown in outline 
in Figure 41, with the positions of the later features of medieval mound, juniper branches and a 
pit dug during this phase of use.

mound over H11: A mound, 13-14 meters in diameter, of white sand covered a layer of cut turfs. 
The original height of the mound is unknown, as the sand had been eroded to 17 cm by the 
onslaught of the period of flooding in the 13th c. The cut turf layer had been deposited over 
initial deposits of five horseshoes (fig. 41a), quite nearly as the points of a pentagon – that is, 
a star – with a deposit of a complete shoulder blade from a horse in a near central position. 
Other deposits were the upper foreleg (humerus) of a horse, a lower leg bone of a pig, and 
six unidentifiable bone fragments. 

juniper branches: A concentration of thin juniper branches (fig. 41b), with bark, and thus in con-
trast to the pealed and thicker juniper of the prehistoric periods, was along the edge of the 
mound. A similar concentration was alongside a dug pit near the old position H8.

pit near H8: A rectangular pit over-cut partially the original position H8. One horseshoe was 
in the pit.

Prehistory is bound directly through stratigraphy to the medieval period. Written history, as 
textual finds points towards associations with Wodan’s Wild Ride – and similar traditions across 
Europe such as Wilde Jagd, Wilde Jakt, Wild Hunt, Chasse Hubert or Chasse d’Authur (cf e.g., 
De Vries 1956/57, Brown 1993).  Now they could very well be contextualized as bound to the 
night sky as a star pattern, as the earlier patterns suggests the actual referent as constellation. The 
theme here of connected evergreen deposits of juniper wood is also of long tradition. Other 
iconographic forms and texts will be similarly interpreted in Chapter 7. 





‘Horseshoes’ are also contextualized relative to prehistory. In connection to foot symbolics of 
Chapter 3, these fit as having had prehistoric predecessors as the foot bones of earthly horses and 
other livestock. The consistent use of tree elements is however more telling within a Tree theme, 
also discussed in Chapter 3.  Perhaps most people of the Western World (still) recall a tradition 
of horseshoes bringing ‘luck’, that vague non-dangerous term often applying to traditions from 
the pre-Christian period. The subject of horseshoes will be taken up in the final report of the 

Figure 41  VbB6: Features re-marking the (late) Roman Iron Age Horse pattern, where some of the main 
features are shown (cf fig. 39). In the medieval period, a mound of turf and white sand was raised covering 
five horse shoes (a), and complete shoulder blade from a horse. A pit with horseshoe re-marked position 
H8. Features of thin juniper (Juniperus com.) branches were also deposited (b). 





complete site as they were also found deposited up to the 19th century in small pits within the 
late field system of this Velserbroek-B6 site. 

The horseshoes and horse’s complete shoulder blade are under dark turf, covered by a white 
mound, and not unlike the mapping of a star. The form of this mound is a near circle. Circles 
were also implied through the arcs of the early Velserbroek-B6 Horse, at positions H1 and H6. 
Circles, as features, are more clearly evident in the next discussed, and earlier prehistoric patterns 
of Horse and Cow.

 .                               ⁽     ⁾ :      ⁄      .  
  -      .                 .

Prior to road building activities, two hectares of the site of Uitgeesterbroek Polder 18 (Ub18) 
were excavated during two field seasons, 1987 and 1988 (Therkorn1989).72 The site was in use 
from about 200 BC to 50 AD. A few deposits,of complete pots and bone in small natural creek 
channels characterized the earliest use. These were small tributaries of the main Oer-IJ chan-
nel that lay directly to the west of the excavated area. After the creeks became blocked, earlier 
enclosures probably mark where livestock was corralled, possibly only during seasonal use of 
the area for pasture. Cultivation followed, shown by dozens of dug, narrow drainage gullies. The 
Cow pattern is found here and an adjacent large enclosure on the south can be interpreted as 
a large iconographic Horse.

Single farmsteads of the late 1st c. BC to first half 1st c. AD, traces of which were found on 
the raised bank of the silted up Oer-IJ, may have been contemporary with these features. The 
site lies between the Wijde and the Nauwe Laan, both wide medieval ditches (fig. 42). Medieval 
activities and use as pasture from the 12th/13th c. might show some concern with the prehistoric 
figures. The site was pasture up until excavation and subsequent road building activities. 

There was little stratigraphy and no prehistoric surfaces through intermittent water erosion. 
The prehistoric features occur at two levels, in sandy-clay deposits. Only the limited aspect of 
the two suggested constellation patterns, found among the mass of dug features, will be discussed 
here. The use of dug portions of circles, and an iconographic style for the figure Horse, is the 
main theme of the figures rather than deposits of materials. 

 .  .       -       ⁽    .    ⁾

Several Horses were set out during the duration of use of this site, shifting to the southeast 
through time. The traces discussed here are the earliest pattern, which consists of re-cutting 
as various phases. The main features defining Horse are ditches demarcating three areas. These 
features date somewhere between 150 BC-25/50 AD. 

The proposed Horse figure is lying on the southern edge of the field system defined by dug 
gullies. Figure 43 shows the SM-I pattern over the features as well as circles, reconstructed from 
arcs of the cut features at Ub18. Figure 44 shows some of the features of the positions described 
below. The main features are also shown in Figure 45, with a suggestion of how iconography 
could be imaging a lying down horse, positioned (mirror-image) as that of the burial of the 
stallion at SM-I (fig. 8, f62).  





The landscape iconography of this Horse is clearer than the almost three-century later SM-I 
site. The method of setting out the Horse is also imbedded in the picture through arcs dug in 
the ground. Circle-centres as the places from which some features were set out can be analysed 
for distances, and measuring system, about which a few remarks will be made at the end of this 
chapter (4.6). By extension, the same method could have been used at the other sites to achieve 
the figure.

The Horse has various phases, as is clear from the plan (figs. 43 & 45). Marked and re-marked 
were especially the head, the left foreleg, and the area between positions H11 and H12. Deep 
pits/shafts mark some of the star point-positions and are all early and may be the initial mark-
ing. All were immediately back-filled although they had no recoverable deposits. The shafts were 
sometimes (H14 and H12) taken up within the paths of the later ditches. The latest ditch f1321, 
an enclosure, binds earlier features together, possibly destroying earlier markers. Ditch f1321 was 
the only feature of Horse containing finds deposited over the entire length. 

Figure 42  Overall plan of the excavated area of Uitgeesterbroek Polder 18 (UB18). The area to the west 
of the Nauwe Laan was the slope of the bank of the Oer-IJ channel. The areas of Figures 43 and 47 are 
indicated.





Feature 1321 had four layers of natural silts. Included were pottery and bone waste, eating 
as well as many butchery elements. There were spindle whorls, all shaped native pot discs with 
holes, and gaming discs. The lower, western crescent of f1321 around H12 contained three 
partial human skulls. These are the only human bones of this Horse and of the similarly dated 
features of this site. 

Ditch f1321 is in complete contrast to the somewhat earlier dug ditch, circling the position 
of H7, f1385. Feature 1385 was dug to form two-thirds of a circle but there was a near absence 
of finds. Some of the other features had clear deposits, to be taken up below. 

The large ditches both silted up gradually under watery conditions, and both ditches may 
have been completely filled with water during some seasons. Pits and early shafts were back-

Figure 43  UB18: Horse pattern from Schagen Muggenburg-I over the UB18 pattern. Dug arcs are recon-
structed to circles, the centres shown with a ‘ +’.  See Figure 47 for the traces without pattern or circles.





filled, the deeper pits and shafts certainly almost immediately. They are straight sided with no 
signs of water working through erosion or silts at bottom. Wood was not preserved except in 
features over 1.5 m under the modern surface level. Marking with wood may have been an 
original feature, but sleeper beams such as found marking the Velserbroek Hofgeest-Horse (dis-
cussed below) would not have survived under the preservation circumstances at this site. Figure 
43 shows the positions described, below.

Figure 44  UB18: Features associated with pattern Horse including part of the latest ditch (f1321), and 
earlier marking of the positions H1-H3, with pits containing a pig skull next to a wooden platter and a 
pit with four lower legs of a bovine. Other positions shown were deeper pits (H11, H12). See fig. 43 for 
the positions.





H1 to H3--the position of H1 is near the centre of a circle reconstructed from the 
arc of a ditch, and six short gully lengths dug near and up to this point. They had 
no finds. The area also overlaps with Cow-10 (below). Noteworthy are deposits 
placed at the ends of later features dug in the head of the larger curving pit and 
the end of ditch f1321. The deposits included a complete wooden platter next to 
a complete pig skull (fig. 44); a deeper, round pit packed with cockle and mussel 
shells, complete ox skull with mandibles and complete shoulder blade; a concen-
tration of large sherds covering a deeper pit with three complete lower legs of an 
ox (fig. 44). Within the end of f1321, there was hearth material, a complete pot 
and a complete pig skull near the end and further to the south, a concentration of 
pottery over a round pit, dug prior to or into the bottom of ditch f1321, before 
silting; this pit contained a small complete pot and a short length of rope. 

H4--not present, or more to the north of the Schagen position, as a narrow gully.
H5--this is the junction of the two main ditches f1385 and f1321. Feature 1321 was 

dug deeper, destroying any earlier marking of the position. Even later, the narrow 
gully was dug over the silted up f1321, turning at the same position.

H6--position is at the end of a linear feature
H7--in the positioning of the SM-I model as shown, the SM-I horse burial is near 

to the centre used for setting out circular ditch, f1385. Pit group 10 (fig.5) at 
SM-I was not taken up within the patterns at that site (fig. 31), but here could 
be an indication of a close connection with the burial, and pit group 10, as the 
group falls more or less on this arc. 

H8--the position was cut away by later medieval ditches, but other ditches appear 
to have been dug towards the position and the situation is paralleled at the Vels-
erbroek-Hofgeest site, described below. 

H9--two pits mark this position, one with charcoal.
H10--extrapolated at SM-I, present at VbB6 as a juniper trunk with stake-holes, 

this position falls within a medieval ditch. Leading up to the position however 
are short lengths of gullies and three stake-holes aligned towards H9. All of the 
features here were shallow and had no finds.

H11--the point position is marked by a round pit, without recoverable finds (fig. 
44). Re-marking was done by the arc and by two shallow pits with no finds; three 
stake-holes were on the western side.

H12--there is a partial circle marking, and enclosing the H12 position, and two 
round pits, one (f1497) 60 cm deep, the other (f1453) 2.73 m deep, neither with 
deposits (fig. 44). H12 is also at the bend of the later f1321. 

H13--the position of (left) fore hoof  of inhumation at SM-I, and triangle of VbB6, 
is here given as curvilinear lengths of gullies. The earliest of the series is that most 
resembling an iconographic ‘hoof ’. Five stake-holes were present in the fill of the 
latest. The forms were not marked further through materials.

H14--the shaft feature (f1200, 2.33 m deep) corresponds very nearly to the position 
of the round pit, f141 of SM-I, packed with cut tree roots. Here there were no 
recovered deposits.

H15--absent as a feature, the position falls only on the reconstructed circle.

 .  .                                                       

This iconographic Horse is positioned ‘above’, in the horizontal sense, the cultivated area, lying 
in this sense over the fields. Two images seem to have been drawn: a horse with folded legs, 
bound, and a running horse.  Both types of representation are seen in burials. The bound horse 





figure is known from the SM-I burial of the stallion (figs. 8 & 59, f62). In mirror image, the 
burial is shown projected on the dug traces of Ub18 in Figure 45. 

The Schagen burial may indicate that earthly burial position of horses was a tradition, which 
had been represented, in schematic iconographic form at this site. The arc of head, neck and 

Figure 45  UB18: The main features of the Horse pattern, with circles shown (below) and the main fea-
tures lifted out of context (above) with the burial of the Schagen horse (cf fig. 8) marking position H7, 
projected in enlarged, mirror image over the UB18 features to suggest iconographic similarity.





forelegs of the burial is similar to the shape of f1321. The position of the Schagen burial itself, at 
H7, is then midway within the rib cage, the last ribs marking the arc of f1385. The area between 
H11-H12, with curvilinear features, is approximately the position of the calcanei of the Schagen 
burial. The bone was also linked to tree symbolism in Chapter 3 through the trope of acorn 
as glans in various languages. These are the missing bones, as single fused elements, at the sites. 
Here, the position is re-emphasized by re-digging the same position a number of times within 
iconography as features. 

As an image of a running horse, the traces at Ub18 also have the position of H13, of the 
outstretched left fore leg, with the hoof-formed dug features. The position was marked at SM-I 
with three burials of humans situated as a triangle, and the same suggested position at VbB6 was 
marked as a triangle of wood. 

One burial of a horse, also a stallion, was found at the Ub18 site (fig. 46) built into a later 
incomplete horse pattern not discussed here. One-half of the pelvis and the entire left hind leg 
were not buried. Only the femur is present from the right hind leg. A hoof bone is present as 
loose deposit. The femur is not visible as part of the leg in flesh and blood horses, so absence 
of the left leg (with femur and part of the pelvis) was a partial dismemberment of the stallion 
cutting into the hip. On the one hand, there is illustrated concern with absence of limbs. On 
the other hand, the forelegs of the burial could indicate conscious positioning and concern with 
an indication of a horse ‘running’ in death, although the positioning of the forelegs is unnatural. 
The placement of the forelegs of the burial conjoins with the theme of triangles, which is part 
of the type of marking of the large scale, sky figure. 

The burial of the Ub18 stallion is also mentioned because the left foreleg was positioned 
raised higher than the right. The dimness criteria of stars and sides were mentioned for the 
Schagen Horse pattern as the indication for left sides, and therefore an indication as raised, left 
foreleg as that containing the four burials. Texts on divination were cited in Chapter 3 on the 
‘foot of life’ as the right fore hoof placed by horses and taken as the sign for clemency. Placing 
a leg forward, first, would imply it was raised relative to the other foreleg. Here, the indications 
are that death is marked by a raised left leg.

Figure 46  UB18: A horse burial, not 
associated with the here described 
constellation pattern, but another 
partial pattern (not discussed here) 
showing concern with leg place-
ment, and absence of legs. 





The orientation of the Ub18 burial of running horse (that is, it is not a mirror image) corre-
sponds well with the large-scale constellation Schagen Horse, the wooded Velserbroek B6 Horse, 
and etched version at this site mapping the sky. The sidedness and presence/absence of horse legs 
was apparently important within sacrifice and dismemberment of earthly horses. As mentioned, 
the SM-I horse burial shown in Figure 45 is the mirror image of the actual situation. He will 
be discussed more fully in Chapter 6, along with the other burials in their resting, but active 
positions connected to seasonal pursuits of people in conjunction with the cyclical rounds of 
the sky figures. 

 .  .        

Figure 43 gave the Horse and Rider pattern from SM-I over the traces at Ub18. Given the con-
sistent, and more forceful remarking of the resting/bound position of the Horse’s legs as ditches, 
relative to the shallow gully markers of the running position at the hoof-formed H13, it might 
not be inconsistent, or rather logical, that Horse was here not given a Rider. The Rider pattern 
of SM-I shown superimposed with the Horse pattern in Figure 43 has overlap only in the large 
circle drawn as the ditch f1385 enclosing H7. And the arc dug to the south, on which H11 lies, 
is through the break between shin and ankle positions of the SM-I Rider pattern. Therefore, 
the arcs, as reconstructed circles show indirectly how the positioning of a Rider pattern could 
be related to the total, measured-in set-up of the Horse pattern. He is not drawn in here, but is 
present at the earliest site, Velserbroek-Hofgeest, discussed below. It is not a factor of chronology, 
apparently, that he was not drawn in at Ub18. 

 .  .       -     ⁽    .    ⁾

This Cow seems to have two phases. As Horse at the site was set out through large circles, smaller 
‘circles’ are for Cow even more important as they seem to represent individual stars. Cow is set 
out southeast-northwest, an orientation different to the Schagen sites but corresponding to that 
fourth, and earliest pattern of the figure discussed below of Velserbroek-Hofgeest. Although the 
orientation is turned relative to the Horse pattern, the star positions of Cow are the same and 
the SM-I & SM-III composite pattern is shown as the model circles, rather than the features.

Some positions were twice marked in a somewhat shifted position. Earlier features are the 
actually dug smaller circles over this part of the site. The fills of the features were similar and they 
relate to the period of cultivation and could date between 150-50 BC. By the middle of the 1st 
century AD, the area had become grassland as was shown by the humus-rich fill of later features 
including shallow pits with near complete and partial, articulating cattle skeletons. These are the 
later features that seem to re-mark some of Cow’s positions. As not all positions were re-marked 
during this later phase, the earlier pattern may have remained visible in some way. One can see 
that by conceptually tugging the circular features to the west, the later pattern is reproduced, of 
positions C3, C4 and C6. Positions C9 and C11 have both phases as circles, but are re-marked 
at nearly the same points. This partial Cow pattern is coded Ub18-Ca for the earlier features 
and Cb for the partial, and later, picture. The combination of SM-I and SM-III modelled cows 
are given in outline, under the later phase of this Cow. 





C1: two phases may be represented, the first with a round pit (shown with the bro-
ken line), under the late ditch of pattern Horse. Five small pits, one with a few 
sherds, also fall within the position.

C2-a: the position falls over one pit, which had a deposit of an unbaked fragment 
of a clay ring.

C3-a: a dug circle with no deposits
   b: a partial burial (fig. 48) of a very large cow (cf note 7, Chapter 2). Lying on 

the right side, the rib-cage and left hind leg were complete and articulating. The 
skull with mandibles was placed under the chest, upside down: that is, face down-
wards. Of the right and left foreleg, only the bones of the lower leg, metacarpals 
to hoofs, were present. They had been placed under the hind leg. The right hind 
leg was represented only by a kneecap and the foot bones (metatarsus to hoof). 
One complete horn from another animal had been deposited by the skull of the 
cow.

C4-a: an early phase feature of a rounded square had no finds.
   b: a pit with post-hole to the side, both with no finds. 
C5--if it is marked, it is through stake holes.
C6-a: a dug circle, no finds.
   b: a partial ox skeleton deposited on its right side consisting of ribcage and leg 

elements: present of the right foreleg was the humerus and complete radius/ulna; 
present of the left foreleg was the humerus to the proximal ulna. The left hind leg 
consisted of the femur to proximal tibia. The right hind leg was missing entirely. 
As loose deposits were placed three carpalia, a sesamoid and one phalanx II, all 
complete.

C7-b: the position was not completely excavated. Two of three large pits, with natu-
ral silts and a relatively high humus content, fall within the model. There were no 
finds. These pits may have been water pits when the area was pasture.

C8a or b--the position is marked by a burial of a cow, carrying a calf, near term, 
which is a good indication for a seasonal marking in June/early July. The left 
hind leg of the cow was present but had been cut off. The right hind leg was 
not deposited.

C9-a: dug circle, no finds.
    b: an odd shaped gully feature, with no finds, over-cutting the dug circle.
C10--an overlap with Horse, position H-1; curvilinear features mark the position. 
C11-a: a narrow gully dug as a circle with openings (fig. 48).
    b: a low mound was raised over the earlier features by material gathered from 

a circular scarp ditch, recovered as only 15 cm deep but encircling the earlier 
feature. The mound feature was visible in the landscape at the time of excava-
tion. This position is also exactly marked with a mound at the site of Velserbroek 
Hofgeest, discussed below.

This Cow has broad implications for the meaning of circles/rings as ground features. Here they 
are interpreted as star positions. The rings drawn in the ground contained no finds. The iconog-
raphy is the suggested message, whereby the relative positioning, the circles as patterned, tend 
towards revealing the meaning in reference to stars. Later at this site, the tradition is marked in 

Page 126-127: figure 47 UB18: The Schagen Muggenburg I & III Cow pattern over an area of UB18, 
with additionally C4 and C11 added here. There are two phases, the earlier characterized by dug circles, 
the later over which the Schagen model has been arranged, with partial cattle burials and other pits.













a direct way, in referencing to Cow with the form of deposits in grave-shaped features, of iden-
tifiable cows and cattle parts. Again, as with the burials of animals and humans at Schagen, the 
lower leg bones are absent or displaced within the burials of the later phase of this Cow pattern. 
The right hind leg was not deposited.

Circles, grave form and stars are here connected. Larger circles were used to draw in Horse. 
The unending circles of immortality are taken up as textual context, of star-home of mortals in 
classical texts and other type of immortal materials, such as gold, as the coin of day and night 
in Chapters 5 & 7. 

Figure 48  UB18: The phases of circles associated with C11, after the mound had been removed. Two 
positions with (partial) cattle burials are shown, one with rib cage and pelvis (C3b) and another of a cow 
with foetus (C8).





 .  .                                                    

Suggested for the SM-I horse was that he was taking off from the baseline of the linear feature 
filled with butchery waste at SM-I, whereby the baseline of his ride is referencing the sky phe-
nomenon ‘Milky Way’. The VbB6-Horse was running along water, a feature similarly aligned. 
Horse at Ub18 is lying over the field system marked with gullies, as the folded up figure similar 
to the SMI-type burial. The field system was also periodically flooded, one of the reasons for 
re-digging the gullies shown in Figure 47. The ditches forming Horse are also of watery spatial 
context, and f1321 received many deposits. Aside from the cattle deposits, there were very few 
materials associated with the Cow pattern. 

However, while the figures have a more iconographic style, or in any case through the motif 
of circles, deposits may have been made within the larger watery context. The medieval ditch, 
with the name of Nauwe Laan (fig. 42 or fig. 47), shows the approximate border between high 
and low lying, prehistoric landscape. To the west, was the low-lying area, the depression of the 
Oer-IJ channel. Prehistoric ditches were dug along the slope, demarcating the difference, as can 
be seen in that part of the trench shown in Figure 47, to the west of the Nauwe Laan. Within 
the silted up depression, features of late Iron Age/Roman Iron Age mark and re-emphasize the 
distinction of the border zone. The nature of the fills indicated they were at times under water. 
The features along this zone had deposits, including: 

Figure 49  UB18: The watery area, to the west of the Nauwe Laan (see fig. 42), had materials indicating 
ritual deposits, including an inverted horse skull, with cattle horn placed between the teeth rows (r) and 
a complete rotary quern, the two stones deposited together.





--two complete horse skulls, one inverted with a complete horn core on the palate 
(fig. 49), the other right side up in a linear feature. Particularly the first deposit 
brings together the Horse and Cow theme.

--butchery waste along with two complete (but somewhat lopsided) cubed dice 
made from clay. 

--a round pit with cremated bone and a roundel from a human skull, and pot base 
containing ash and an ox astragalus. 

--a round pit with bone material including an ox skull

Later, during the 1st c. AD, this area had become generally swampy, whereby natural silts built 
up over the dug features. These layers contained all but one of the metal finds recovered from 
Ub18. They were in extremely corroded condition due to later drainage, but at least 12 fibulae 
and three coins (unidentifiable), had been deposited. A rotary quern, consisting of two complete 
stones, was also deposited in the watery context, not in a dug feature (fig. 49). Wood, if deposited, 
had not been preserved. 

The metal finds as distributed in watery context are analogous to the channel finds of the 
Velserbroek B6 site. 

Similar to the definition of place at SM-I and VbB6 may be a landscape marked into three. If 
emphasizing the border between high and low marked the sky feature of the Milky Way, water 
is again associated as it was at VbB6, as are deposits in water. Later chapters will go into this 
possible dimensioning of pagan as opposed to Christianised cosmological space (Chapter 6), and 
how to read texts accordingly (Chapter 7). 

While the VbB6 Horse pattern had good indications for being remembered in the medieval 
period, the indications are here less direct. There is some evidence the field with the constella-
tion patterns of Horse was named ‘Horse-field’,73 a regularly occurring field name in Noord-
Holland. Future research could better define how the names arose in connection to prehistoric 
tradition. As mentioned, the small mound of position C11 was still visible at field level at the 
time of excavation. 

 .                          ⁽      ⁾     ⁄        
            

The earliest site discussed here for the aspect of patterned constellation features is the site of 
Velserbroek Hofgeest. It had a stratigraphy spanning the period from around 2000 BC to the 
present. The depth of the layering was about 3.5 meters whereby feature phases were separated 
from one another by swamp silts, flood layers, plough soils and wind-blown sand. The section 
in Figure 50 shows the level of the trench Middle Bronze Age traces. The Early Iron Age traces 
discussed here occurred c. 60 cm above, where plough soil is visible in the section, heightened 
by cut turf, within an area of the site used for cultivation. Preservation of organic materials was 
excellent and such finds as basketry, twigs and other organic materials were recovered. Short 
interim reports on the excavations have appeared (Perger & Hendrichs 1991, Hendrichs 1992, 
Therkorn & Oversteegen 1995).74 The c. 650/600 BC use of the site was that most completely 
recovered as a single farmstead complex within the area excavated. This period was represented 
by cultivated ground adjacent on the west of the dwelling, and pasture further to the west. The 





dwelling was approached by a roadway from the south. The two constellation patterns of Horse 
with Rider and Cow are near complete, laid out over arable and pasture, respectively (fig. 51).

In contrast to the complexity of the Ub-18 site, above, which had primarily a horizontal 
stratigraphy, feature periods could be established here at VbHof through vertical stratigraphy. All 
of the Early Iron Age features are shown in Figure 51, and in line with sites of the region such 
as those at Schagen, all could relate to one generation inhabiting the farmstead. Ard marks and 
plough soil characterized the area with gullies to the west of the house. Further to the west, pits 
were recovered with a backfill of sods/turf. Pollen and seed analysis reveal the area was origi-
nally dried out swamp silts, with subsequent vegetation indicating pasture. The Early Iron Age 
inhabitants laid out their two patterns over these respective use areas. 

 .  .        -     

The Horse pattern at VbHof is given primarily as a form of dug features, the occasional horse 
bone and wooden beams. Horse was laid out within an area used for cultivation, as shown by 
the ard marks enclosed by the features defining the iconography and the clear ploughed soil 
of raised, cut turf heightening. He is imbedded, in the vertical sense, in the agricultural area of 

Figure 50  Part of the main section at the site of Velserbroek Hofgeest (VbHof) with traces of Early 
Bronze Age to modern habitation and use. The depth shown here is to the Middle Bronze Age, with ard 
marks at the bottom of the trench, and plough soil enriched with cut sods directly above, visible in the 
section. The features shown on plan (fig. 52) of the Early Iron Age, c. 600 BC, were at the level c. 60 cm 
above the trench floor.





Figure 51  VbHof: All 
of the Early Iron Age 
features of a farm-
stead complex with 
house, arable and pas-
ture. Over arable is the 
Horse and Rider pat-
tern, indicated by their 
position numbers (cf 
fig. 53 for overlap SM-
I and UB18). Mainly 
over pasture, the pat-
tern Cow is shown 
over the features. The 
pattern now consists, as 
a composite, of features 
from SM-I/III+UB18, 
and here extended 
with positions to C15. 





this site. Ditches/gullies, lengths of beams, pits, still present stakes and stake-holes are taken up 
(fig. 51) shown with the Schagen form. Both the Schagen model and Ub18 circles are shown 
superimposed over the VbHof features in Figure 53.

H1--short linear features ‘point’ to this position, as does a longer feature filled with 
bone.

H2-3--short lengths of gullies point to the outline of the figure; there were oak 
stakes near position H2 and H3 (emphasized on plan).

H4-6: positions destroyed by deep medieval ditch.
H7-H8--a shallow pit or post-hole is at H7; the entire length to H8 consisted of 

sleeper beams and vertical stakes. The horizontals were of alder, the stakes of oak, 
juniper, fruitwood, and willow. One vertical consisted of an ash stake through a 
hollow alder length (fig. 52).

H8--the end of the beam to the end of a ditch marking the beginning of feature H17
H9--position is near the split of H8-H9, to H10. 
H10--corner of ditches. The position (as shown here; see fig 53) is at a feature very 

near the relative trajectory of SM-I, linear feature 107. The other end falls within 
position C-2.

Figure 52  VbHof: Some of the features associated with pattern Horse, including the wooden beams, on 
the left (with 2 m scale at the top) and a detail (lower right). H13 included a woven basket, here emptied 
of contents of white sand. 





H11--numerous stake-holes, enlarged as they are on plan (fig. 51), could be seen as 
having the character of granaries. The holes however were definitely of the stake 
variety, and not at all of the type associated with heavy posts encountered where 
the granary interpretation is applied.

H12--absent. The area was many times cultivated, perhaps in itself a way of marking. 
Alternatively, Figure 53, showing the Ub18 circle positions, might indicate the 
narrow gully (no finds) connection with the position.

H13--the position is well marked and consequential for interpretation relative to 
the later sites, and land use at this site. As Horse’s hoof, it will be looked at in 
detail in Chapter 6 within the 900-year span of triangles and circles, as deposits 
and activities, and as inhumations of two males and a female at the SM-I site. The 
position is at the border at this site of patterned Horse over cultivated area and 
the Cow figure marked into pasture. The distinction is also evident in the fills 
of the three features. The three pits are also taken up in more detail for facets of 
activities and gender represented in Chapter 6, in comparison to the same posi-
tion at the later sites.

 One pit had an initial deposit of a woven ring (fig. 52), a basket without bottom. 
Subsequent deposits were placed outside the ring. These consisted of a com-
plete, horse’s shoulder blade and an antler from a red deer, probably a cultivation 
implement; there were further three small, eroded sherds and two unidentifiable 
fragmentary bones. The large round pit had an initial fill of very humic sand and 
two complete saddle querns, triangular in section impressed into the side of the 
pit. The second layer of strong humic/turf fill had deposits of a triangular loom 
weight, bone and wood. There is clear selection evident in the horse, dog, sheep/
goat and pig elements as representations of the species of domesticated animal 
and there was a human tooth. There is clear selection in the wood as well. Large 
sherds represent at least three partial pots. There was one decorated sherd. The 
smallest pit of the group had no finds.

H14--one pit with a turf and a clay lining; the one find was the complete fused 
calcaneus of an ox; this ankle bone as fused element did not occur in SM-I, 
which was connected to Tree symbolics through generative power and acorn in 
Chapter 3. It occurs in this position marked by the round pits of SM-I, one of 
which had tree roots.

H15--absent 

 .  .               ⁽    .         ⁾

A conglomeration of shallow features is very similar to the 900-year later site of SM-I and the 
overlapping patterns are shown in Figure 53. Whereas the pattern at SM-I was recovered as sec-
tions of ditches, this series of linear features is joined together:

R1--head of Rider is an enclosed area formed by a gully.
R2--back extends to a star position, a circular pit within the gully, possibly indicat-

ing the pelvis cup bone. 
R3--thigh to knee.
R4-5--curving rather than the straight shin of SMI-Rider. 





 .  .        -     ⁽    .    ⁾ :

The Cow here is positioned relative to Horse in similar fashion as the patterns at Ub18. This 
Cow is probably complete and at this site, the star position is added to the model of real stars 
(fig. 34) and has pits (C12-14) as well along clear sight-lines (fig. 55). There are very dim stars 
(magnitude 6.4-7) which could be represented by these points, but they have not been taken up 
due to controversy on visibility. Wood species have been itemised in Table 12.

The top of the skull overlaps the zone of field and pasture. Further to the west, the fill of all 
of the features clearly indicates pasture in the back-fill of re-deposited, cut turf.

C1--two shallow pits fall within the position as well as three stake-holes. All with 
no finds. 

C2--the end of the linear feature, extending from H10.
C3--a round pit with a complete wooden bowl (fig. 30) on side, opening to the 

southeast, and one-half of a black burnished pot. 
C4--a round pit with bone elements, a pig foot bone, medium mammal jaw frag-

ment, ox astragalus, sheep/goat metatarsal. The top layer contained bones of eat-
ing waste. 

C5--absent
C6--oval pit with an initial layer of turf and wood and foot bone of a calf; second 

layer with upper jaw from a pig as well as eating waste (partial femur, radius, 
ulna) from ox. This layer also contained a partial pot, and a few single sherds, one 
decorated.

C7--two pits, one with two layers of sand and two pot bases, and the other with a 
turf fill and six sherds in the first layer, and root wood and a fragment of an ox 
astragalus.

C8--rectangular pit with three layers, the first of turf with one unidentifiable medi-
um mammal bone. The orientation and measurements parallel the position of 
Ub18-C8, there containing the burial of cow with foetus.

C9--a ditch length and a shallow pit, with no finds. 

Figure 53  Features of patterns at VbHof of pat-
tern Horse with the SM-I model (features in 
grey) and the circles as derived from the UB18 
Horse. The Rider pattern from SM-I is here also 
included and would seem part of the pattern of 
dug features at this site.





C10--this position overlapped with H1 at Ub18; a round pit falls within the position 
here. It was lined with turf, into which a wicker ring (fig. 54) was placed and filled 
with white sand. It was thus similar to H13, above, except for the use of turf. The 
first deposit was from the skull of an ox; above these were two horse jawbones. 

C11--a mound of white sand with an occasional cut turf covered numerous stake-
holes; a pit containing calf bones was cut into the top of the mound. A mound 
at Ub18 also marked this position. If a star is represented it is not evident within 
relative proportions of the pattern. 

Figure 54  Vb-Hof: Some of the features of pattern Cow (cf fig 51) showing the wooden bowl within pit 
of C3; two aspects of C10, cut sods (top left) covering a woven basket (middle right); at the bottom right 
is the larger woven feature of C15 with, at the back, the only stake of juniper showing and the bundle of 
branches over the top of the fill, and (bottom left), the cow skull at the bottom of the fill.





 A sightline to the western horizon (suggested as being to the Pleiades, and/or the 
Hyades as the pattern itself: Chapter 6, fig. 55) from the mound C11 is marked 
along the way by the following positions of C12-C15. Only an actual star posi-
tion of C15 has been suggested in Figure 34, as other stars within the face are 
extremely dim, and C14 is not present:

C12--in the bottom of the near round pit was a selection of four sherds and ox 
bone; subsequently, a turf layer with horse tooth and footbone, ox bones and pig 
jaw had been deposited and the upper two layers contained ox, pig and sheep/
goat bone fragments.

C13--the oval pit contained the skull of a calf and teeth and upper and lower jaw 
fragments from an older bovine. The layer above had a jaw fragment from a 
pig. A 40 cm pointed stick with holes is the only holed wood from these pits. 
(Although the model has been turned directionally relative to the pattern at 
SM-I and SM-III, this pit is the position of the dwelling hearths of the suggested 
pattern there.)

C14--three pits on line to southwest, only one with deposits. Lower deposits were 
cattle bone of the lower leg (metacarpal, astragalus), lower jaw, and pelvis frag-
ments, and a sheep/goat molar. Higher up were deposits of a quern fragment, 
gaming disc, round wooden disc, and one-half of a pot and sherds including one 
black burnished rim.

C15--three pits of the seven pits in this area had recoverable finds: 
 A large woven ring (fig. 54) was set into a pit, 2 m in diameter. There was no 

natural silting at the bottom, so it had not been left open (to serve as a well, 
for example). It had been back-filled with turf, while deposits had been made. 
One higher, vertical stake of juniper was used on the southern side, among a 
remainder of alder and willow verticals and horizontals. The primary deposit in 
the wattle ring was a complete skull from a cow (fig. 54), without lower jaw. A 
complete left horn from a bull had been jammed through the side of the wattle. 
A quern fragment was deposited with the few bones higher up. A bundle of first 
year branches was deposited above the turf covering this deposit. A small, near 
complete black burnished pot was in the top layer, above. A selection of bones for 
deposit in the two top layers is in line with selection representing domesticated 
animals: there were mandibles and teeth from horse, ox, sheep/goat and pig; and, 
a foot bone from a dog.

 Another round pit had alternating layers of turf and sand, a small clay ball, a few 
sherds and an ox bone. 

 Another ‘bottomless basket’, a wicker ring, such as found at C10 and H13, was 
set into the pit, and filled with white sand; there were no other finds.

        
                                                    

 .  .                     

If there was a larger, natural or dug feature marking a watery Milky Way, it falls under the 
modern road and could not be examined. The linear feature analogous to SM-I feature f107 is 
here bound to Horse as the edge of the circle H10, ending in the position of Cow’s eye, C2. 
This feature does not form the exact demarcation between arable and pasture. The border was 
a line from H10 to H1 (fig. 51). Position H13 will be discussed further on this point, as falling 
at the border, in Chapter 6, as interpreted as various ‘borders’ within activity spheres and gender 
shown by the selection of materials in these three pits, and connected with the three burials at 
this position at SM-I. 





 .                               :                  
                  

Except for the somewhat different VbB6 Horse pattern, specific patterns were used for over a 
900 year time span, c. 600 BC - 350 AD. This also implies conscious application of traditional 
formulas for setting out the features at each site. The site of Ub18 indicates most clearly that 
circles were a main component within mechanics of laying the images into the ground. At the 
same site, circles are individual stars, suggested for some of the positions of the Cow pattern. 
The latest sites of Schagen possibly have small circles implied representing the seasons marked 
as groups of three pits. And, at the early sites of Ub18 and VbHof there are mounds, at UB18 
within a circle, and at VbB6 a medieval mound marks the place of an earlier constellation pat-
tern. Circles, mounds and stars would seem to be connected. This is consequential for consider-
ing circles as signs and symbols, and mounds, as archaeological features elsewhere. 

While based on the same measurements and scale, the variation shown through time in the 
iconographic sense is differently styled at each site. The patterns are the measurements, but only 
brief mention will be made here on the subject, before going on to more of the cultural implica-
tions in subsequent chapters. Preliminary work points to a unit of measurement of about a yard; 
that is, about 91.4 cm, but used almost exclusively in multiples of three. Implied is a measuring 
stick, or rod, with a length of about 2.73 m. For the greater distances a rope could well have been 
used, particularly for defining circles. Although there is some exactness over the longer distances, 
definition is here neither attempted to the centimetre of ‘the Noord-Holland Yard’ (NHY), 
nor comparison to other measuring units defined elsewhere.75 Modern measuring mistakes are 
inherent to the way the sites were recorded. The NHY will for the present be regarded as 89-94 
cm.76 This is exact enough – contraction and stretch does not only apply to plastic measuring 
tapes of archaeological practice, but to ropes as well, as one might expect the circles of Ub18 
were set out. Pacing off distances is also a possibility, and this is as well variable.77  

For the pattern of Horse, a number of features of the ditch lengths and pits show definite 
placement through setting-out by the principles of arcs and radii, most visible as dug features at 
the site of Ub18. Comparing placement of Schagen features with complete circles derived from 
the Ub18 arcs shows an association of groups of pits with these circles (fig. 53) and it would 
seem likely the basic principles were a shared tradition throughout the time period spanned by 
the sites. Why there is a somewhat different pattern at the VbB6 site is also something for future 
work. 

Triangles have been mentioned for aspects of layout at the small scale of the patterns, espe-
cially in regards to Horse’s legs. They were also used as part of the system for setting out at least 
pattern Horse, as is implied by the arrangement of large circle centres (e.g., fig. 53). That is, a 
triangle seems to have been used to establish the distancing of the circle centres, after laying a 
line forming H1 to H7.  

Settlement planning was noticed by laying one plan over another. Separated in time by 2 to 3 
generations, c. 300 and 350 AD, and in distance by 450 m, the Schagen sites served to find pat-
terns which are thought to have enough correspondences, but also single family individuality, as 
far back as c. 600/650 BC, at the sites available to the author. Finding the patterns was culturally 
unexpected, which has to do more with shared mentality with the present, created in the not 
too distant past, part of the discussion of the next chapter. 


